Rhino Rack 2500 removable ‘multi-fit system.
The Rhino 2500 system has the ability to cover a huge range of vehicle
models but with the added advantage of offering a choice of cross bars
allowing the best use for any particular carrying need.
The vehicle specific clamp and pad fitting kit is matched with the most
appropriate leg and bar set for the purpose. What’s more the racks are easily
able to be fitted by the end user if so required.
This system can give users the choice of a sporty aerodynamic rack
with no bar overhang ( RS model ), an aerodynamic bar that overhangs for
greater load space ( DA model ) , a commercial bar profile for HD use ( DH
model ) and finally a classic European bar, simple but strong and a price
leader too ( DS model ).

A significant advantage over other removable mount racks on the
market is the strength and fit of the mounting clamps. These ensure
no movement causing roof damage and a guaranteed best fit.
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